Exceptional electrochemical performance of Si-nanowires in 1,3-dioxolane solutions: a surface chemical investigation.
The effect of 1,3-dioxolane (DOL) based electrolyte solutions (DOL/LiTFSI and DOL/LiTFSI-LiNO(3)) on the electrochemical performance and surface chemistry of silicon nanowire (SiNW) anodes was systematically investigated. SiNWs exhibited an exceptional electrochemical performance in DOL solutions in contrast to standard alkyl carbonate solutions (EC-DMC/LiPF(6)). Reduced irreversible capacity losses, enhanced and stable reversible capacities over prolonged cycling, and lower impedance were identified with DOL solutions. After 1000 charge-discharge cycles (at 60 °C and a 6 C rate), SiNWs in DOL/LiTFSI-LiNO(3) solution exhibited a reversible capacity of 1275 mAh/g, whereas only 575 and 20 mAh/g were identified in DOL/LiTFSI and EC-DMC solutions, respectively. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies demonstrated the complete and uniform lithiation of SiNWs in DOL-based electrolyte solutions and incomplete, nonuniform lithiation in EC-DMC solutions. In addition, the formation of compact and uniform surface films on SiNWs cycled in DOL-based electrolyte solutions was identified by scanning electron microscopic (SEM) imaging, while the surface films formed in EC-DMC based solutions were thick and nonuniform. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy were employed to analyze the surface chemistry of SiNWs cycled in EC-DMC and DOL based electrolyte solutions. The distinctive surface chemistry of SiNWs cycled in DOL based electrolyte solutions was found to be responsible for their enhanced electrochemical performances.